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Laser

The world’s premier racing dinghy. The Laser was designed in 1969 and quickly
revolutionized the racing world with its speed and simplicity. Today this timeless
design is by far the most popular adult and youth racing boat worldwide. It is
raced by many of the world’s top sailors and has been an Olympic class since
1996. The Laser’s fullsize rig rewards athleticism and is best for heavier, more
experienced sailors, but it can easily be converted to a Radial or 4.7 by changing
just the sail and bottom spar.
When you race a Laser, one hull goes a long way. By changing just the lower
spar and sail, you can convert any boat from Laser to Radial to 4.7. The
advantage of this interchangeable formula is that you can easily switch boats as
you become older, heavier or more experienced. Each rig helps you prepare for
the next, so you set a step-by-step progression that can take you all the way
from beginning racer to World Champion!

• World’s most popular racer dinghy
• Raced by the world’s top sailors
• Fast planing hull
• Retains excellent resale value
• Easy to transport on most cars
• Quick to rig and launch
• ISAF international class
• Strict one-design rules
Demo’s available – Try before you buy

Once you pick a Laser, Radial or 4.7, there are several ways to make the boat fit your particular sailing requirements. Each model
comes in three configurations – Standard, Race or XD – so you have more choice in selecting the level of equipment for your hull.
With three models and three versions of each, you can choose your Laser nine ways!
The standard, Race and XD all come with the same hull, mast, boom, sail, rudder and daggerboard. The upgraded gear that comes
with the Race or XD version or both includes: outhaul system, cunningham system, vang system, hiking strap, mainsheet cleats,
traveller line, tiller, tiller extension, rolled sail, mainsail ratchet block, mainsheet, and rudder bolt.
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For any boat enquires please contact Jack
T: 01305 457400
jack@andrewsimpsonsailing.org
www.andrewsimpsonsailing.co.uk

